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NAVIGINE AT A GLANCE

• Offices in Berlin, New York and Moscow

Navigine founded by PhDs and former top management consultants

8+ years of R&D in indoor positioning services, international patent

2 key software products: GPS - less navigation & tracking platform

100+ mobile and web applications based on Navigine platform

1000+ locations with Navigine installations



SELECTED CLIENTS
Real-time car position tracking inside car repair service center for a major premium brand. Features: Real-time car
location tracking on a floor plan; collection of historical movement for all cars; alerts for management on expiring
service terms and anomalies. Results: business intelligence tool to notify managers on expiring service terms and to
track center operation performance in real-time; reduction of time on standard operations - up to 30%.

A system for monitoring valuable assets and personnel movements. Functions: control of generation in the working
area, control of entering hazardous areas. The system allows you to track deviations from the work schedule and the
drop in production.

Indoor location feature for mobile application for staff navigation at the power plants / electricity station. Features:
navigation and Wayfinding; real-time tracking; task scheduling. Results: safety level improvement; incident reaction
time decreased.

Navigation on smartphones for passengers on 30 main railway stations for the largest public railway system in Europe.
Results: significant improvement of passenger experience especially for international travelers; advanced foot traffic
statistics to analyze and manage bottlenecks; beacon infrastructure monetization via third-party providers.

Smartcart solution for innovative shopping experience with wayfinding. 100+ supermarkets in Finland are covered with
BLE-based indoor navigation (1-3 meter accuracy). Features: indoor positioning for tablets inside stores; directions for
customers to items from shopping lists; location based promo campaigns and in-store offers; analytics collection on
customers foot traffic. Results: average check increase by 6%; 84% of users where going to use Smartcart again



PRODUCT 1: MOBILE PLATFORM 

Mobile SDK for IOS/Android that gives real-time turn-by-turn navigation 
and routing on indoor map 

Navigine Indoor

Platform to create and manage location based push notification 
campaigns in mobile apps 

Navigine Marketing

BI system to analyze mobile app users motions on indoor map via heat 
maps and multiple statistical reports 

Location Analytics 



PRODUCT 2: TRACKING PLATFORM 

Web-service/API for monitoring of number and 
dwell time of tracked objects visits at given point 

Traffic Monitoring 

Web-service/API for monitoring of current number 
of tracked objects in each zone of a venue 

Zone Tracking 

Web-service/API for monitoring of tracked 
objects motion on indoor map in real-time 

Motion Tracking 



TRACKING SOLUTION



Real-time motion control

Security: control of access to premises

Search for employees on the building map

Record the history of movements

REAL-TIME TRACKING



Setting up notifications and actions based on 
entering or leaving the zones:

Create and delete zones
Add / remove events
Define actions
Log the time of stay in each zone

Real-time notifications appear in 
the interface and are displayed 
later in the report.

GEO FENCING & NOTIFICATIONS



Real-time motion control

Situational Awareness

Increased Safety

Logfiles in case of an accident

COLLISION AVOIDANCE



WEARABLES



Communication&

Navigation

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,GSM, 

GPS/Glonass

Sensors

Weight 145 gram

SPECIFICATION

Board Core A R M Cortex-M3

Security level I P65

Autonomy

WEARABLE TELEMETRIC MODULE

4 expansion slots for 

optional sensors

Accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, 

altimeter, gas analyzers

36 h

TELEMETRIC MODULE





POWERFUL SOLUTION

Precise - down to
1 meter - indoor 
positioning

sub-meter accuracy 
can be achieved

All-purpose routes 
and navigation

evacuation routes

Location based 
notifications and 
motion analytics

geo-fencing

Navigation 
as well as 
tracking modes

Easy integration 
with industrial 
systems

SDK
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